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Easter 2016   Luke 24:1-12         Voskuil@Second  

 

There was one particular scene from Brussels on Tuesday that especially caught my 
attention. 
Sure, there were plenty of pictures from the airport and subway that revealed the sheer 
gruesomeness of the attacks. 
To be perfectly honest, I’ve almost become immune from seeing the aftermath of so 
many terrorist events. 
Brussels, Paris, Boston, Damascus, Madrid, Baghdad, Jerusalem, Somalia, Manhattan. 
Even before seeing television or internet coverage, I can now predict what I’ll see: 
There will be blood stained cement. 
Staggering bystanders. 
Compromised buildings. 
Lots of tears.  Lots of carnage. 
It has become utter madness. 
Ridiculous. 
Horribly, sadly predictable. 
But this scene, close to the dual epicenters of terror in Brussels, told a very different 
story. 
You see, one response to these constant, crazy bombings is to be defiant in the face of 
it all. 
They were certainly defiant. 
This picture showed two men sitting at a table in a quintessential outdoor cafe sipping 
coffee and refusing to be intimidated. 
This must have been shortly after the attacks-- still in the chaos of the moment. 
Think, outdoor tables at Public in the summertime—fully exposed, fully vulnerable. 
They weren’t going to run. 
They weren’t going to hide. 
They weren’t going to let terrorism win the day. 
Don’t get me wrong, these men certainly weren’t being callous to the pain of others, but 
nor were they going to be bullied by cowardly fanatics who infuse fear and sadness into 
the system. 
Terrorism, by definition, is an asymmetrical way to fight-- its goal is to bend the will of 
others through a bombardment of fright, worry, and disorientation. 
--Terrorists would love for us to cower behind locked doors. 
--Terrorists would love for us to panic and allow anxiousness to overwhelm us. 
--Terrorists would love for us to be captured, in very real ways, by the power of fear. 
Disrupting life is part of this fear. 
As is distorting the terms of happiness. 
As is deflating and diminishing any larger very vision of hope. 
And yet, these two men in Brussels refused to bend.   
Their simple, defiant act of sipping coffee in the fresh air of that day’s sorrows has 
plenty to teach us about being a people of resurrection in the face of our current 
struggles. 
(and) It isn’t just the scourge of terrorism that causes fear and duress in our lives. 
--We have three people from this congregation currently in hospice care. 
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--We have a handful of people in this church family wrestling with cancer and the 
potential recurrence of cancer. 
--We have very real people caught in the grasp of depression and other mental 
illnesses. 
--We have people struggling through rocky marriages and broken relationships. 
--We have people overwhelmed with financial debt, others slammed with guilt. 
--We have people wrestling with eating disorders, addictions, and memories of past 
abuse. 
We have people lost in the sea of political pessimism and others swayed by related 
cynicism. 
We have others, in our midst, still radically stunted and stilled by grief and 
hopelessness. 
So many people in our congregation and this wider community stunted and stilled by 
grief and hopelessness. 
It is if Jesus was still dead; the tomb blocked; the power of love crushed. 
It often feels that way, doesn’t it? 

As if Jesus was still dead; the tomb blocked; and the power of love crushed. 
---- 
The group of women visiting the tomb that Sunday morning certainly felt that way. 
In their mind, their beloved Jesus agonized to his last breath on the cross a few days 
earlier. 
They could still hear the crowds jeering; the soldiers laughing; his mother weeping. 
In their mind’s eye, they could still see the blood flowing; nails piercing; his body 
collapsing.   
There was no thought of resurrection as they approached the grave. 
They sang no “Alleluias” on their very somber walk to the tomb. 
In their heart and mind, the power of evil and violence had again won the day. 
That is, of course, before the two men in verse 5 asked why they looked for the 
living among the dead. 
Which is a different way of saying, why do we let terrorism dictate the terms of freedom; 
(and) why do we let cancer hijack the direction of faith; 
(and) why do we let a culture of shame sour the joy of salvation; 
(and) why do we let fear have greater power in our life than that of hope? 

This is a serious problem-- giving fear greater power in our life than that of hope. 
The fear of death. 
The fear of being forgotten, irrelevant. 
The fear of pain. 
The fear of running out of money. 
The fear of not being good enough; smart enough; faithful enough. 
The fear of failure. 
The fear of someone with a different color skin. 
The fear of confrontation and vulnerability. 
The fear of sharing our true self with others  
The fear of rejection. 
“Why look for the living among the dead?” 
“He isn’t here, but has risen,” they insisted. 
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The two men then helped these amazing women remember what Jesus had promised 
throughout his teachings: 
Like in John 14, when Jesus told them not to let their hearts be troubled; not to let fear 
win the day. 
And in Matthew 11, when Jesus invited those who are weary and carrying heavy 
burdens to let him carry the load and to find rest for their souls through his very love. 
And in John 11, where Jesus shares one of the most important “I AM” statements of all 
time when he declared that he is the resurrection and the life.    
“I am the resurrection and the life. Those who believe in me, even though they die, will 
live, and everyone who lives and believes in me will never die.” 
Our ability to sip coffee in the face of terrorism and to choose a direction of hope in the 
face of fear is rooted in this very gospel story: 
*Death did not win. 
*Hatred and violence are not more powerful than God’s sacrifice and love. 
*Not even the worst evil and ugliest of sins can keep Christ in that tomb. 
Our savior’s resurrection on that first Easter foreshadows what is to come when Christ 
returns in glory; where the dead are raised and the heavens and earth are fully restored. 
Look back at the Isaiah 65 text: 
Through the lens of Luke 24 and Acts 10 we can see these promises anew. 
Isaiah 65 paints a marvelous picture of what is to happen: 
God is to create new heavens and a new earth verse 17 declares. 
There will be no more weeping in this new reality. 
No more cries of distress. 
No more blood-stained cement like in Brussels. 
No longer will infants die way too early or will soldiers have legs blown off in combat.   
No longer will we build homes but not be able to afford to actually live in them 

No longer will our lives be undervalued or the gifts we’ve been given underused. 
No longer will our youth be bullied on school playgrounds or internet chatrooms. 
No longer will knees be bent by violence. 
No longer will we be rejected and shamed for who God has created us to be. 
No longer will we try and devour one another like wolves once did with lambs. 
The resurrection has changed everything: 
Death did not win.   
It cannot win. 
Not now. 
Not ever. 
Jesus is our life; the power of the resurrection is our truth. 
----- 
When we come to this table in a few minutes, we do so as our own act of defiance.   
By sharing in this meal and sharing in Christ’s story of salvation, we ultimately declare 
our refusal for fear to control our life;  
our refusal for hatred to direct our actions;  
our refusal for terrorism and cancer and even grief, itself, to overwhelm the very truth of 
the resurrection. 
“Why look for the living among the dead?” 
At this table we rehearse how his death now gives us life;  
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how his sacrifice now gives us peace;  
how his willingness to fully love and forgive now gives us a future bigger and brighter 
than anything we could ever imagine. 
Our defiance comes when we swallow the bread and drink from the cup realizing that in 
doing so, we are telling the world that it is Christ’s journey we are committed to. 
--Even when that journey takes us into those valleys of the shadows of death. 
--Even when that journey involves great sacrifice and even greater endurance. 
--Even when that journey seems crazy in the eyes of the world. 
To be sure, this is a journey pushing us to find fresh ways of loving our neighbors, 
instead of blowing them up with suicide bombs. 
It is a journey that stretches us to prioritize peace in our lives and dependence upon 
grace in our faith. 
It is a journey that asks much of us, just as it asked much of our savior when he 
shouldered the sin of the world on that cross. 
Yes, it is an act of courage and defiance to partake in this meal-- --to participate with 
Christ in the work of reconciliation; 
-- to be a people of hope; 
but we do so forever celebrating with those wonderful women in our story that death did 
not win;  
that fear cannot control us;  
that sin, itself, has forever lost its grasp over our future. 
Friends, Christ is Risen! 
----- 

Rev. Karsten Voskuil, Second Reformed Church 
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